LAB SAFETY 101: PART 2
A RESOURCE FOR EDUCATORS
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Lab Safety 101 with Flinn Scientific
Flinn has been the Safer Source for Science
for over 40 years, dedicated to making school
laboratories a safe environment for both
students and instructors.
Part 2 of this safety series addresses common
science department safety concerns including
chemical storage issues, labelling, GHS,
inventory controls, PPE usage and best
practices in the lab and prep areas.
Online
www.flinnsci.com
Email
flinn@flinnsci.com
Phone
1-800-452-1261
Fax
1-866-452-1436 (toll free)
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Mail
Flinn Scientific, Inc.
P.O. Box 219, Batavia, IL 605100219

While not required, we recommend
attending Lab Safety 101: Part 1 prior to
attending Lab Safety 101: Part 2
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Typical 16 Section GHS Compliant SDS
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What is GHS?
Developed by the United Nations, GHS (Global
Harmonized System) :
§ Defines and classifies the hazards of chemical
products
§ Provides health and safety information on labels and
Safety Data Sheets (SDS’s)
§ Goal of GHS: That the same set of rules for
classifying hazardous products; the same format
and content for labels and SDS’s, will be adopted
and used around the world
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1. OSHA GHS

Introducing the GHS Pictograms
Exploding bomb

Flame

(for explosion or reactivity hazards)

(for fire hazards)

Flame over circle

Gas cylinder

(for oxidizing hazards)

(for gases under pressure)

Corrosion

Skull and crossbones

(for corrosive damage to metals, as well as
skin, eyes)

Health hazards
#2

(may cause or suspected of causing serious
health effects)

#1

#3

(can cause death or toxicity with short exposure
to small amt)

Exclamation mark
(may cause less serious health effects or
damage ozone layer)
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Environment*

Biohazardous infectious material**

(may cause damage to the aquatic environment)

(for organism or toxins that can cause disease)

Typical Manufacturer Label for Sodium Hydroxide Pellets (NaOH)
PICTOGRAM in RED DIAMOND
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Precautionary Statement

Chemicals
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Flinn’s Big 6 Considerations…
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Chemventory Online Chemical Management Software Service
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Chemventory Online Chemical Management Software Service
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Organize Your Labs
Keep a clean organized lab and you will be much safer, and
your lab will operate significantly smoother.
Be mindful of your purchases and think about the full cradleto-grave costs with your selection (remember to factor in
disposal costs).
Accurate chemical inventory is critical for organizing and
managing safety in the science department.
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1.

Flinn Chemventory

Broken Glass
As spills occur, one result may include broken glass mixed
in the solution.
Never use your bare hands to handle any pieces of broken
glass.
Use a dustpan and either a small broom or brush to gather
and transport the broken glass to the designated receptacle
(Have a designated “Broken Glass Box”)
If the broken glass is mixed with a chemical, it should be
disposed of with the chemical and not put in the “Broken
Glass Box”
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Accidental Injury
Report all injuries at once to the school administration.
Follow your local school board policies on injuries and
reporting forms as applicable.
Should a student be injured in the lab, first determine if they
are conscious and then take appropriate steps to assist
them.
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Where or When Do Most Accidents Occur in
The Secondary Science Department?
§ A 1996 survey was conducted to science teachers across the
USA. Dr. Larry Duff from Nebraska commissioned the survey.
The results were frightening.
§ 70% of ALL accidents in the laboratory occurred in GRADE 9.
That is both a concerning and preventable statistic.
§ 93% of teachers responded that the grade 9 students failed to
properly read and follow safety instructions in the classroom.
§ Teachers need to both model and reinforce acceptable safe
behaviors in the lab.
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FIRST AID REVIEW
Do you have adequate
First-Aid training?

How recent was your last
review?

Who are your designated
first responders?

Location of First Aid kit in
classroom / prep area
and contents of the kit
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What are limits of FirstAid in the school?

Contact Administration /
Emergency Services

PPE Considerations
Often, certain Personal Protective Equipment products are
overlooked and not truly inspected for safety and
compliance.
§ Are your Safety Goggles ANSI Z87.1 certified? Are they
functional?
§ Do you have a Safety Shield for chemical Demonstrations?
§ Use proper “Broken Glass” Boxes—Not used empty pails!
§ Science Safety Manual / Chemical Hygiene Plan–annually
updated?
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Personal Protective Equipment
§ ANSI Z87.1 certified goggles (chemical splash/impact resistant)
§ Gloves (based on 8-hour exposure immersed in chemical)
§ Aprons / Lab Coats --- Teacher and Student?
§ Face Shield
§ Ear protection
§ Respirator – fitted properly & replacement cartridges
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Mandatory Safety Equipment
§ Eye wash station – plumbed in every lab
§ Drench shower (one in department)
§ First Aid kit – aligned to the # of people in lab (25/50)
§ Safety chemical cabinets / storage
§ Fume hood (minimum 100cfm face velocity)
§ Fire Blanket in each room with gas jets
§ Fire Extinguisher (ABC type, wall mounted)
§ Safety Signage in each lab area
§ Comprehensive Chemical Spill kit (Acid/Base/Solvent)
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Engineering Control / Preventions
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•

Fume Hood

•

Eyewash

•

Drench Shower

•

Chemical Safety Cabinets

•

Chemical Spill Kit

Fire Safety
§ Fire Extinguisher – type / location / PASS / training
(local FD involvement)
§ Fire Blanket – location / type / training
§ Fire Detection – smoke alarm in lab / prep area
(NFPA rules)
§ Fire Alarm – location / functional
§ Fire Suppression System – sprinkler vs powder vs carbon
dioxide
§ Emergency Signage posted
and practice drills documented
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Employee Training Program
Have the teachers been trained in the following areas?
§ Chemical labelling (GHS) and SDS management
§ Chemical storage (compatibility issues / space / location..)
§ Chemical handling & dispensing techniques (solution dilution)
§ Chemical disposal process and storage of hazardous wastes
§ Chemical spills (acid / base / solvent)
§ Fire / Flood / Broken Glass / Accidental Injury
§ CHP Review and Updating annually – including administration
§ First Aid
§ Fire Extinguisher & Fire Blanket Safe and Proper Use
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§ Identifying hazards and prevention

Best Practices in the Science Department
Being consistent is critical to the on-going safety and
success in the school science department.
§ Current inventory of chemicals on-site and a manageable
effective storage system
§ All chemicals labelled according to GHS
§ Organized lab areas – no clutter or leftover lab activities for
weeks
§ Safety training and compliance for ALL employees
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Best Practices Continued…
§ Always use (model) PPE when in the lab
§ Use of a Lab Safety Contract with students to
reinforce behavior.
§ Follow procedures from the CHP / school district
safety manual / DOE policy documents
§ Ordering chemicals in smaller amounts in the lowest
concentration possible to minimize storage and
disposal
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Common Concerns about Safety Regulatory
Compliance
§ Do we have the ‘right’ chemical storage cabinets?
§ Do we have hazardous chemicals? (risk exceeds value)
§ Do we have an accurate inventory?
§ Do we have GHS labels on the chemicals?
§ Do we have a Chemical Hygiene Plan in place? How current?
§ Do we have a Chemical Hygiene Officer? Who is it?
§ Do we have the necessary PPE? (Goggles / respirator / gloves etc.)
§ Do we have a functional fume hood / eyewash / shower?
§ Do we have an ongoing safety training program for employees?
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§ Do we have a Banned list of chemicals / activities that is
communicated?

Compliance Concerns Continued…
§ How do we make a Chemical Hygiene Plan?
§ Who will be the Chemical Hygiene Officer?
§ How do we label ALL of our chemicals for GHS compliance?
§ How do we create an accurate inventory of our chemicals & SDS?
§ How do we inspect PPE? (Goggles / respirator / gloves, etc.)
§ How do we inspect our fume hood / eyewash / shower?
§ How do we engage in an ongoing safety training program for
employees?
§ How do we create Banned list of chemicals / activities?
§ How much is this going to cost?
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§ How long does this laboratory safety compliance take to implement?
§ How do we start the process?

Flinn Scientific is Here to Help
Flinn Scientific has all of the resources you need to be as
safe as possible and offer a very rigorous science program.
We are here as a trusted lab partner to accelerate the
culture of safety awareness in your school.
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Flinn Scientific Checklist for Lab Safety 101
CRITERIA

1. Do you have only ‘new’ chemicals in the lab? (less than 3 years old)
2. Is there a current chemical inventory? Are the new SDS’s accessible to all?
3. Are chemicals labelled and stored properly? (GHS labels & organized safely)
4. Is there adequate PPE in the lab? (goggles/gloves/aprons etc.)
5. Are there proper chemical storage cabinets? (acid, corrosive, flammables cabinets)
6. Are teachers properly trained in safety protocols and procedures? (recertification?)
7. Is a Safety Contract used with students in the lab?
8. Is there adequate fire safety equipment in each room? (extinguisher / blanket etc.)
9. Is there a current Chemical Hygiene Plan in place? Is there a CHO designated?
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10. Is there a hazardous waste procedure in place / scheduled pick-up for disposal?
11. Is there a Banned/Restricted list of chemicals?
12. Do you feel comfortable with the accountability for safety in the science department?

YES

NO

Flinn’s Exclusive
Seven-Star Science Safety System
Science Essentials
§ Science Safety Training & Certification (online & free)
§ Science Room Safety Inspections (online & free)
§ Chemical Storage & Inventory (Chemventory™)
§ Student Safety Contracts (Flinn sample)
§ Departmental Safety Notes (Flinn sample)
§ Safety Calendar of To-do’s (Flinn sample)
§ Annual Safety Reviews
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Purchase Guide (Safety First)

Flinn’s Exclusive
Seven-Star Science Safety System
Science Safety Training & Certification (online & free)
§ 7-hour modular safety awareness course
§ High School & Middle School Specific
§ 20 Minute – Re-certification every 2 years
§ Certified for Professional Learning File
§ Addresses New Hires / New-to-Science
§ Adult Learning Style – with Competence Confirmation and
assessment built-in
§ Custom PD training sessions in-person or on-demand specific to
your safety needs
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Flinn’s Exclusive
Seven-Star Science Safety System
Science Room Safety Inspections (online & free)
§ 220 Point Self-Inspection Safety Audit
§ Used as Mock Physical Inspection / Audit to benchmark location
needs
§ Communication of Remediation Needs
§ Creates an Expectation Standard
§ Customizable for your schools
§ Duty of Care Document
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Flinn’s Exclusive
Seven-Star Science Safety System
Chemical Storage & Inventory (Chemventory™)
§ OSHA Compliant Inventory Accessible & Updated
§ SDS & GHS Output – Custom pdf for each School
§ Fast & Easy Loading of Real-time Inventory
§ Granted Access Permission from Users
§ Administration, First-Responders, and Colleagues
§ Multiple Chemical Storerooms
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Flinn’s Exclusive
Seven-Star Science Safety System
Student Safety Contracts (Flinn sample)
§ Confirms Student Review & Parent Consent
§ Establishes Safety Expectations
§ Documentation for Compliance & Duty of Care
§ Establishes Standard of Expectation
§ Preparations and Preventative Measures for Safety
§ Reproduceable for Teachers
§ Record of Responsibility
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Flinn’s Exclusive
Seven-Star Science Safety System
Departmental Safety Notes (Flinn sample)
§ Makes Safety a Departmental Concern
§ Creates professional cadence of Safety Discussions
§ Reviews dissemination of timely information
§ Past issues archived on FlinnSci.com Resources website
§ Retained for future reference & recall
§ Informative Ongoing Professional Development
§ Addresses Professional Expectation Standards
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Flinn’s Exclusive
Seven-Star Science Safety System
Safety Calendar of To-do’s (Flinn sample)
§ Shows tasks to complete and when
§ Annual, Monthly, Weekly and Daily Responsibilities
§ Holds accountability for safety with completions
§ Establishes Professional Expectation & Standards
§ Prompts on what & when actions are needed
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Flinn’s Exclusive
Seven-Star Science Safety System
Science Essentials Purchase Guide (Safety First)
§ Features Teacher’s Choice Products
§ Begins with Science Safety for Annual Needs
§ PPE – Personal Protective Equipment
§ Communicates Needs to Administration
§ Prompts on Items – Inventory, Grants, Reviews
§ Addresses Equipment & Supply Standards
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Flinn’s Exclusive
Seven-Star Science Safety System
Let FLINN be your trusted lab partner in your schools.
No other company has the resources, talent and experience
that can assist you with making your labs and educators
safer and more compliant with federal and state regulatory.
Please let FLINN know how we can help you achieve your
science and safety objectives.
How can we help you?
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What else do I need to worry about in
the science lab?
You need to be aware of your surroundings and be aware of
what to do in the preceding situations should they arise.
BY staying up to date on best safety practices, you are now
better prepared to tackle the challenges these events and
others may present in your classroom.
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Becoming Flinn Certified
You owe it to yourself, your family, and your students to be as
safety conscious as possible and Flinn Scientific wants to
recognize you as an advocate of science lab safety. Flinn has
developed a very comprehensive series of Safety sessions (40
Smart Modules) that go into details about the topics covered here
and more. Please visit www.flinnsci.com to register for this selfpaced online course. Be smart. Be safe. Be Flinn Certified.
(....and YES it’s100% FREE!!!!)
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Flinn Certified Lab Safety Course—
On-line
You can participate in the Award-Winning Lab Safety
Certification from Flinn—On-Line and FREE.
8-hour modular course covering every topic in the science
lab in a practical and direct way.
You must pass each unit before proceeding—there are
built-in evaluations to ensure knowledge transfer—and grow
your safety awareness level.
Certificate of Completion provided and Re-certification
course available as well. High School and Middle School
versions are available.
Flinn Lab Safety Courses
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Ask about our custom district solutions designed to support
a safe return to school:
• Custom safety and professional development/learning
proposals to ensure full school safety
• Full PPE for students, faculty, and support staff
• Blended science learning solutions that provide
continuity of lab instruction for both onsite & remote
learners
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